Mini cooper break light

Mini Cooper owners have reported 7 problems related to brake light under the exterior lighting
category. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the
statistics and reliability analysis of Mini Cooper based on all problems reported for the Cooper.
My driver side brake light keeps melting. The plastic the the light build screws into is actually
melting t the brake light bulb. I've paid Mini to repair the damage and the same issues has
surfaced. The driver's side brake light does not work at all. See all problems of the Mini Cooper.
Rear brake light burnt and melted. It was repaired and now it melted and burnt again but has
caused further damage requiring the whole taillight needing replacement. I own a Mini Cooper
clubman that was recalled for an unsafe brake light condition. There were 4 functional brake
lights on the rear bumper. After my car was "fixed", I only have 2 functional brake lights on the
rear bumper. I fail to understand how this approved "fix" made my car safer. Three weeks after
the "fix" was completed, I was rear ended while turning onto my street. How could you allow
Mini to permanently disable brake lights as a fix?. Brake light failed, bulb could not be removed
from inside the vehicle. Dealer said the complete assembly would need to be replaced. Upon
removing the assembly, the fixture was reviewed to find where excesive heat had melted the
connection to the bulb same ones used in bmws that melted the wiring harness back in I repaird
the the assembly by soldering the sockets to the board such that it did not depend on a piece of
plastic for pressure contact. It works, but when a bulb truely burns out, the assembly must be
removed to change the bulb. I recently test drove a Mini Cooper clubman s. I did not like the
vehicle, and one of the reasons is the way the lighting front and rear is designed. The rear of the
car has very large lights that go across the 'barn doors' that appear to be brake lights. When I
was at the dealership I noticed another clubman in the parking lot being parked wasn't lighting
up the large lights as it slowly backed into a parking space. Upon further examination I realized
the large lights on the rear doors actually do not light up when braking. Instead there are very
small lights at the absolute bottom of the bumper that indicate braking. Not only are the lights in
an inappropriate location but they are so small you don't even notice them. When you expect
you are looking at brake lights and someone in front of you brakes, you would never know that
actually you have to look down almost to the ground to see their indicator light up. These brake
lights are extremely dangerous. I would not put myself or my family in jeopardy driving one of
these poorly designed vehicles. Please see the link to a website where other people express
their concern too. All bulbs are good but yet I have no brake lights are turning signals top brake
light is all I have when I turn on signals windows go down sunroof opens. Consumer was
driving home when people starting honking and waving at consumer. Brake lights were not
working. Consumer had dealer come and get vehicle, dealer told consumer that it was an
electrical problem. Consumer said that vehicle was in her possession for 24 hours when brake
lights failed. Consumer bought vehicle new from dealer , who supposedly fixed it. But consumer
had not been able to check to see if brake lights actually worked. Consumer stated that it was
significant that this happened after dealer had done the safety preparations for delivering the
car. Dealer said that the preparations were done, and they checked the lights and all the fluid
levels. Car Problems. Brake Light problem of the Mini Cooper 1. Brake Light problem of the Mini
Cooper 2. Brake Light problem of the Mini Cooper 3. Brake Light problem of the Mini Cooper 4.
Brake Light problem of the Mini Cooper 5. Brake Light problem of the Mini Cooper 6. Brake
Light problem of the Mini Cooper 7. Turn Signal problems. Exterior Lighting problems. Fog
Light Switch problems. Headlights problems. Tail Light Switch problems. This section contains
many of the dashboard warning lights and engine management symbols for BMW Mini Cooper,
Clubman and Mini Countryman from various dates. Each warning light list provides an
explanation of its meaning detailing the fault. The dashboard warning lights that illuminate in
your Mini may vary depending on the model, the year and the country where it was
manufactured. Vehicle warning lights in all makes and models generally follow a similar rule in
terms of symbol colour. The colour of the illuminated symbol signifies how serious the problem
is. Red symbols for example will usually signify a more serious issue where immediate attention
is necessary to avoid damage to vehicle components, or where safety may be compromised.
Orange or yellow symbols signify less urgent issues, such as a vehicle service is required for
example. Other symbol colours signify driver information, typically in the form of green or blue
illuminations. Flashing dashboard warning lights signify urgent issues. These dashboard lights
will illuminate if either one or more airbags systems have reported a fault, or if the seat belt
tensioners have failed. If seat belt tensioners have failed, use seat belts as normal. Have the
vehicle checked by an authorised workshop immediately. For further information about airbags
and possible faults, see why is the airbag light on? If this dashboard warning light illuminates,
the power assisted steering has failed. The vehicle can still be driven although significantly
different steering characteristics will be felt. Take your Mini to an authorised repair workshop as
soon as possible. A signal will sound and this warning light will come on. This is to warn you to

drive cautiously. This also signifies an increased risk of sheet ice on the roads. To start the
engine, depress the brake if the car has automatic transmission, or depress the clutch if the car
has manual transmission. This exclamation mark dashboard symbol illuminate when the
ignition is attempted to be switched on whilst the driver door is not shut. The key dashboard
light will illuminate if the remote control is faulty or not detected if the car has convenient
access without its need. If the engine cannot be started, have the remote control checked. The
key with the battery symbol warning will illuminate if the battery in the remote control is
discharged or flat. Drive longer journeys to recharge the battery or in older models replace the
battery. This dashboard symbol signifies an engine malfunction within your Mini car. The
severity of the malfunction depends on the light colour. If the symbol shows red, stop the car
and switch off the engine. You will be unable to continue your journey. If the symbol shows
yellow, engine power is limited. You can continue the journey, but have the issue dealt with by
an authorised workshop as soon as possible. This light signifies a fault within the engine. On
the Mini dashboard, if the fault light is flashing, reduce speed and moderate engine load. High
engine load will result in damage to the catalytic converter. If the symbol remains a constant
illumination, a degradation in vehicle emissions will occur. In either case, vehicle can be driven,
but seek assistance from a vehicle technician as soon as possible. Severity of the problem is
signified by colour of the dashboard symbol. Red indicates the battery is no longer being
charged. Yellow indicates the battery has a low charge. In either case, turn off any vehicle
systems that consume electrical charge and have the battery checked as soon as possible. See
Why is the battery warning light on for further help. See car battery life expectancy and
maintenance for help. As well as informing the driver that the handbrake is applied, this warning
light has other uses depending on its colour. If red, brake fluid is too low. Top up the brake fluid
reservoir with fluid or seek technical assistance if in doubt. If yellow, the Hill Starts Assist
feature has failed and the car will not be held in place after the brake has been released.
Severity of the engine temperature warning light depends on colour. If the dashboard symbol is
red, overheating will occur. Stop the car and switch off the engine to allow cooling. Do not open
bonnet until engine has sufficiently cooled as there is a risk of scolding. If the light is yellow,
the engine is running hot. Slow down and moderate engine load to allow the engine to cool. See
what is engine coolant and how to check engine coolant for further details. The car on a service
ramp stand lift dashboard warning light in combination with the symbols found under it
indicates a vehicle electronics failure. An explanation of the colours follows below. The driving
stability control systems have failed, including the run flat indicator. Hampered braking and
reduced stability whilst driving may be experienced. Reduce speed and avoid situations that
require full or heavy braking. If the low oil pressure light illuminates, you must stop immediately
and turn off the engine to avoid serious damage to engine components and to remain safe. The
assistance of an approved Mini technician must be seen. See how to check engine oil for further
information. The tyre monitor run flat warning light will illuminate due to a failure in the system.
A red lights shows that a tyre is deflated or that the run flat indicator did not initialise. A yellow
symbol will indicate the run flat indicator has failed and punctures will not be detected. If you
are experiencing problems, see tyre pressure warning light keeps coming on. See tyre legal
limit for information on having too high and too low pressure in tyres. The Mini warning light
cog with thermometer indicates that the transmission is overheating. The severity of the
problem is determined by the colour of the symbol. Red indicates overheating and requires that
you stop the vehicle to allow the transmission to cool down before continuing. Yellow indicates
a hot transmission. Reduce engine loads to allow for cooling. The Mini warning light cog with
exclamation mark indicates issues with the transmission. The symbol varies in colour; red or
yellow depending on the type of fault it is displaying. Vehicle can still be driven although speed
should be reduced, especially around corners where traction and stability may be reduced.
Vehicle will need to be checked as soon as possible. The arrow circle containing a orange
triangle and exclamation mark is also the DSC light used in alternative models of Mini. This
dashboard warning light will illuminate in red when the electric steering wheel lock is faulty. If
applicable, do not turn off the engine as it will be unable to be started. A BMW Mini technician
will need to resolve the issue. All Mini dashboard warning lights can come on in various colours
and combinations. Listed below are some of the more common dashboard light symbols for the
BMW Mini. Red triangle with exclamation mark warning light indicates a service is due. Gear
selector lever not in position P. Vehicle not prevented from rolling. Gear selector P not engaged
â€” ignition cannot be switched off. Select gear lever P. Electronic steering wheel lock engaged
â€” move steering before starting. I have a BMW Z 3 and it will not half run It sounds like it is not
getting gas or it runs like a spark plug is bad or something is wrong with the ignition. The dash
light comes on with the letters EML and service engine light is on. Can you tell me what is going
on with my car? It is a year. Any info would be greatly appreciatedâ€¦thx. Sounds like the

Dynamic Stability Control light. I have Clubman. Transmission warning says car must be in park
to start. Car Engine is dead. No way to get out of traffic.. Fourth event of Engine Failure.
Transmission Warning means car is totally dead. My 03 Mini Cooper is displaying the following
three yellow warning lights simultaneously. At first this was intermittent. Know constant. ABS
Tire information Traction control. Can anyone help? Will need to hook up diagnostics to see for
sure. Is there any way to get the tire pressure sensor light off if I am using winter tires on rims
without the sensors? Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function
properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security
features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that
may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect
user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. Mini airbag failure dashboard warning light. Seat belt tensioner failure warning light.
Mini power assisted steering failure dashboard warning light. Mini outside temperature
dashboard warning light. Engine refuses to start warning light. Mini driver door and ignition
switched on dashboard warning light. Diesel engine preheat warning light. Mini remote control
faulty dashboard warning light. Mini remote control flat battery warning light. Mini engine
malfunction dashboard warning light. Mini engine fault dashboard warning symbol. Mini battery
dashboard warning light. Mini brake issues warning dashboard symbol. Mini car on lift ramp
warning dashboard symbol. Mini engine temperature warning dashboard symbol. Electronics
failure. Mini warning lights car on ramp. Mini anti-lock braking system warning light. Mini low
engine oil pressure warning symbol. BMW Mini tyre run flat monitor warning light. Mini warning
light cog with exclamation mark. BMW Mini stability control warning light. DSC Light. BMW Mini
electric steering wheel lock faulty warning light. Directional turn indicator light. High beam
headlights dashboard light. Front fog lights activated dashboard warning light. Rear fog lights
activated dashboard warning light. Fasten seat belt warning symbol. Handbrake applied
warning light. Low fuel warning light. Lights still switched on dashboard warning light. Mini
warning light P symbol Parking lights are on warning light. Door open dashboard warning light.
Window washer fluid levels low warning light. Mini cruise control system failure warning light.
Park distance control failure. Mini bulb of exterior lighting system failed. Mini low beam or fog
light failed. Mini headlight failed warning light. Mini rear fog light failed warning light. Mini
headlight beam throw adjustment failed warning light. Mini adaptive head light failed warning
light. Mini engine coolant level too low warning light. Mini diesel particle filter malfunction
warning light. Driving Test Tips. Leave a Reply Cancel reply. Automatic or Manual, Which is
Best? This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this,
but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website
uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these,
the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential
for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help
us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your
browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But
opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary
Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. The warning lights on Mini Cooper car dashboard
are designed to inform you in advance if there is a problem with your vehicle. If you know what
the Mini Cooper warning lights mean, you can take precautions in advance to prevent accidents
in your vehicle. So, you can both prevent malfunctions that may occur in your vehicle and
protect your safety. In addition, the warning lights can also be on in the cases of occurring
losing air of your vehicle tire and malfunction in the engine system. These malfunction warning
lights appear in different colors according to the the seriousness of malfunction. You can
decide the first thing to be done related to your vehicle easily by indicating urgency of
malfunction degree in your vehicle based on these colors. Red Warning Lights indicate a
potentially serious problem. Also it indicates the problem must be checked immediately by a
professional. On the other hand, a red light might also make a reminder the driver that the time
of service maintenance has come. Blue or Green Warning Lights illuminate to inform the driver.
For example headlights switched on or cruise control works. In this case, you should stop your
vehicle as soon as possible by pulling it to the side so as will not to create a danger to traffic.
According to malfunction lights, you should take an action. For example, illuminating of engine
temperature warning light means that the engine is overheated. If you continue to drive your
vehicle in this state, more financial damage can be suffered. This writing will tell you which in
warnings what you need to do;. The yellow and orange warning Lights turn on when there is a
less serious problem. If the yellow and orange warning Lights turn on, you can continue down
the road. But it advises that the problem should be checked in the shortest time possible in

order to not cause bigger malfunction. But, knowing what means what each of the colors does
not solve the problem and only inform you about the seriousness of malfunction in your
vehicle. Each of the symbols on the Mini Cooper Dashboard indicates a system in your vehicle.
These symbols are controlled by the brain of car. The brain illuminates the related symbol on
the Car Dashboard in the event of a malfunction or to indicate that any system is functioning.
Illuminates when a condition other than the appropriate lighting level occurs. It is recommended
to check it to the appropriate level. Whatever the cause of the battery warning, the safest option
is once again to take your car to the service station and to the car to check for the fault. When
you are in trouble, turn off your radio and air conditioning system and consider going to the
repair shop safely. The particulate filter is the part of the exhaust gases that pollute the air that
is blown out and allows the less harmful gas to be thrown out. This lamp is located on the diesel
vehicle and shows that when it is lit, your vehicle is blocked by the exhaust system or due to
different substances. When the diesel particulate filter is on, you may notice that your car has
fallen into a draft. If it is too clogged, your vehicle may stop occasionally. If you use the car for
minutes at high speeds while the car is running, the soot can be cleaned and the lamp may go
out. If it does not go off, you are recommended to go to the service. The catalyst system has
been developed to reduce environmental pollution. The task of this system is to re-ignite
harmful gases emitted by the combustion end of unleaded gasoline cars for a second time.
Thereby discharging less harmful gas. If you see this lamp burning in your instrument panel, it
is recommended to go to the service as soon as possible. This lamp is lit when the water level
of the fuel filter is detected. Indicates that the engine is overheating the coolant. Even if your car
is cold, it is not recommended that you continue in this situation. It is recommended that you
take your car to the nearest service. Malfunction may occur after the use of poor quality fuel. It
is advisable to change the fuel filter in the event of a malfunction. When this lamp is lit, it
indicates that you have fuel in your depot at varying rates depending on your brand name. This
amount of fuel is written in the manual of your vehicle. The fuel in the depot is lit when the
average is between 5 and 8 liters. Oil is the lifeblood of your car. The entire engine system
works thanks to lubrication. The most important is the warning lamp, which requires immediate
action. You should stop your vehicle as soon as possible and check the oil level after you have
cooled off your engine. You must not drive your vehicle with in this light. Engine malfunction
warning light. It is one of the most frequently lit lamps. Most vehicles have 2 levels. If the light
keeps ON and remains stable, it should be taken at some serious level. However, if the light is
flashing it indicates a more serious problem and it is advisable to take the service to the car
without driving. The engine malfunction lamp can be lit for a number of reasons. The most
common is the advance setting and the engine system is switched on and the result is lit when
the vehicle is not properly installed. Other common causes may include; poor quality fuel,
lambda sensor malfunction, catalytic converter malfunction, egr malfunction. The Complete
Guide. This warning lamp is mostly found in new model vehicles. Control of brake pads is
recommended as soon as possible. This warning light is located on diesel vehicles and is the
part that sets the ignition required for the vehicle to operate. The ignition in petrol vehicles is
made by the spark plug while in diesel vehicles it is done by the heating plug in cold w
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eather. If your vehicle does not work during cold weather and this fault lamp is lit, the heating
busses are not functioning and must be replaced. When this lamp is lit, the airbag system is not
functioning. You are advised to go to the service. ABS indicates that the brake system is not
active. It is advised to remove the fault as soon as possible for your safety. What does it mean?
I have a Mini Cooper. I cannot find this icon in my service manual. I recently had my car
serviced. Does anyone know what this means? Save my name, email, and website in this
browser for the next time I comment. Warning Lights. Related Posts. Debbie Fox November 25,
LIMIT in a circle while driving on interstate?? Mick Purnell December 16, Leave a Reply Cancel
reply Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Featured
in:. We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you
continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it.

